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ABSTRACT 
For two given complex matrices A, B, upper bounds are derived for the optimal 
matching distance between the spectra a(A) and a(B) in terms of IIA - B112, where 
11 . 112 is the spectral norm. The case of arbitrary matrix norms is treated. A similar result 
estimates tbe optimal matching distance between the roots of two polynomials. These 
bounds replace a factor of 4 in earlier results by the value 16/(3&) x 3.08. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, B be any two complex n x n matrices. A measure for the distance 
between the spectra a(A) = (kl, . . . , A,), a(B) = {PI,. . . , pn] is the optimal 
matching distance 
d(a(A), a(B)) = n-tin max I& - pn(i)It 
~7e.S~ ie(l,...,n) 
(1) 
where S, denotes the group of all permutations of the numbers 1, . . . , n. Note that 
d (. , .) is a metric in the space Cn /S, of unordered n-tuples of complex numbers. 
The optimal matching distance will also be used to measure the distance between 
the roots of two polynomials f, g of degree n with complex coefficients. 
We will derive upper bounds for the optimal matching distance between the 
spectra of A and B in terms of (1 A - B 11. Here we distinguish between using an 
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arbitrary matrix norm (1 . II and the important special case of the spectral norm (or 
operator norm) ]] . 112. 
The prototype of such an upper bound is 
d(a(A), a(B)) 5 c(n) (2M)‘-“” [IA - BJJ”“, (2) 
where M = maxIllAll, 11~11~ an c n is a constant growing with the dimension d ( > 
n. The best results of this type were given by Bhatia, Elsner, and Krause [3], who 
showed that c(n) 5 4 . 2-‘ln . n’l”, where the factor n’l” can be dropped in the 
case of the spectral norm ]I . 112. 
Bounds for the optimal matching distance between the roots of two polynomials 
f, g in terms of the magnitude of the coefficients off - g are derived in a similar 
manner. An early result of this type was due to Ostrowski [8, Appendix A]. He 
showed that for the polynomials 
f(x) = x” + -&i _Fi = fi(x - &), 
i=l i=l 
(3) 
g(X) = X” + 2 pi Xnpi = fi(_X - pi) (4) 
i=l i=l 
the optimal matching distance is bounded as 
d(Ihl, . . . ,&},&I, . . ..P.I) 5 On- I,($bi -BilY”-i)1”9 (5) 
where y = 2maxi(]ai]‘/’ , I#$ I ‘Ii}. A significant improvement was given by 
Bhatia, Elsner, and Krause [3], who showed that the factor 2n - 1 can be replaced 
by the constant 4, independent of the degree n. 
We will show in this paper that the factor 4 in the mentioned results can be 
replaced by the value 16/(3&) x 3.08. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
It is a very useful tool to have a max-min characterization of the optimal 
matching distance apart from the min-max formula (1). Let ISI denote the number 
of elements of a finite set S. 
LEMMAS. LetX = {hl,...,h,}and~ = {p~,...,p~}betwounordered 
n-tuples of complex numbers. Dejine d(X, p) as in (I) and 
(6) 
VARIATION OF 
Then d(X, cl) = d(A, ~_l). 
Proof Define the n x n matrix D = (dtj) by dtj = Ilt - pjl. For every 
permutation IT E S, the set {dl*,(l), . . . , d,,,r(n)} gives a “diagonal” of D. We use 
the Frobenius-Kiinig theorem (see e.g., [7, p. 971): 
For any n x n matrix D and x >_ 0 the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Every diagonal of D contains at least one element greater than or equal to 
x. 
(ii) D has an r x s submatrix containing only elements greater than or equal 
to x with r + s = n + 1. 
By definition d(X, /A) is the maximal value of x such that condition (i) is satisfied, 
and d(x, p) is the maximal value of x such that condition (ii) is satisfied. The 
equivalence of the two conditions yields d(X, /.A) = d(A, /.A). W 
The following two lemmas are the key to obtaining improvements over the 
results in [3]. 
LEMMA2. LetAl,..., A,, and p be n + 1 points in the complexplane, ana’ let $ 
be a continous curve joining 111 and CL. Zf Iki - ~1 > A > Ofor i = 1, . . . , r 5 n, 
then there exists a point x E c such that 
lx - &I L an.r A”, (7) 
i=l 
where 
a 
n3r = sl,m$L K[O,l] max It" - !&?jP-j 1 
j=l 
> [&x(n~r)]-‘. 
Proof Consider the map m : Cc --+ [0, A] defined by 
m(x) = max{A - Ix - ~1, O}. 
Obviously m is a contraction, i.e., for x, y E Cc 
(8) 
(9) 
b(x) - m(y)1 5 Ix - YI. 
Note that m(il) = m(A2) = ... = m(&) = 0 and m(p) = A. Thus the image 
m(c) of the continuous curve 6 is the entire interval [0, A]. We have 
= ,$& t’ fi It - m@.i>l 
i=r+l 
n-r 
2 A” min max t’ 
a1 ,..., a,-rE[O,l] tE[o,ll l-I 
It - f.ljl. 
i=l 
This proves (8), because the min-max term can also be written as 
which is a Chebyshev approximation problem on the interval [O,l]. The case 
r = 0 is well known, and the explicit solution leads to Chebyshev polynomials: 
a,,0 = 21-2n. But if r > 0, then a general solution can be calculated only in the 
&-norm by means of Hilbert space theory (see e.g., Achieser [ 1, Chapter I, $151): 
This is a lower bound on an.r, because the sup norm on [0, l] always majorizes 
the &-norm. n 
In the following lemma we will use the notation of upper r-1 and lower L.J 
Gauss brackets. 
LEMMAS. Fori = l,..., n let ci be continuous curves in the complex plane 
with end points li and pi. Let A = d({hl, . . . , A,}, {pi, . . . , pn)). Then there 
exists a point x on one of these curves such that 
where 
A~b~(m~[~l~-hil,~lx-ail])l’~, 
i=l i=l 
( > 
-l/n 
bn = an,r(n+l)pl y 
and a,,& is dejned as in (8). Furthermore b, 5 c,,, where 
c, = [4%X( &)]“” 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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and c, can be bounded by a constant independent of n: 
16 
Cn5xz 
(13) 
Proo$ From Lemma 1 we know that there are sets of indices I, .Z 2 { 1, . . . , n} 
such that lZj+ I.ZI = n + 1 and 
A 5 Ihi - ~jl, i E I, j E J. 
Assume without loss of generality that 1 is an index in the nonempty intersection 
of Z and J. 
Consider the case I Z I 2 I .Z I: We can assume (by appropriate numbering) that 
{l,... ,r)GZforr=[(n+1)/21.NowA~ ,..., &,,,z==l,t=tl,andA 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2. Hence there is an x E (1 such that 
fi IX - h I L an,r(,+1)/21 A”. 
i=l 
If, on the other hand, IZI I (J(, then we obtain similarly 
R 
I-I IX - LLi I 2 an, r(n+1)/21 A” 
i=l 
for some x E 51. In any case there exists an x E c1 such that 
A 5 (%r(n+wi) 
-I/n 
ma r=l [~lx-hil,~IX-IliI)l/n. 
i=l 
and (10) follows. 
From the second part of Lemma 2 we have the inequality 
and thus 
bn = (an,r(n+l)pl)-“n 5 [Jz;;ii(L&)]l’n = C,. 
To estimate c,, we consider the binomial coefficient 
(14) 
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In case of n being odd, the factorials of the noninteger numbers in the denominator 
are to be interpreted in the sense of the r-function. We apply the right hand 
inequality of the Stirling formula 
(l+&)m(f)X -c k! < (l+&+&+%(f)’ 
to the factorial in the numerator of the fraction in (14) and the left hand inequality 
to the factorials in the denominator. We obtain 
2n ( > 
n 
< 
I+&+& 2 .-. - 
n/2 1+&+& &G 3: ’ ( > 
and the first fraction on the right hand side is less than 1; hence 
One can easily verify that the inequality 
&Tqnyt2) < (LJ” 
is valid for n = 1 and n = 2. If, on the other hand, n > 3 then (8n +4)/(371-n) x 1, 
and this inequality follows from the one before. Taking the nth root, this proves 
the remaining assertion. n 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. For any two matrices A, B E UY 
d(a(A), o(B)) 5 b, (2&)‘-t’” IIA - B(l;‘“, 
where A42 = max{ ljA112, II B 112}. and b,, dejined in (1 l), is bounded by 
16 
b, 5 - 
3&’ 
(15) 
ProoJ The eigenvalues of the convex combination C(t) = (1 - t)A + tB, t E 
[0, 11, can be considered as continuous curves cl(t), . . , &(t) in the complex 
plane parametrized by t E [0, 11. These curves are generally not unique, because 
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C(t) may have multiple eigenvalues for some t c [0, 11. However, we choose one 
arbitrary set of such curves. Let hi = ci(O) and pi = ti(l), i = 1, . . . , n, be the 
eigenvalues of A and B, respectively, and let A = d(a(A), o(B)) be the optimal 
matching distance between the spectra of A and B. Apply Lemma 3 to obtain 
(16) 
for some x on one of the curves ci, say x = &(to), to E [0, 11. 
Elsner [4] showed that for any two matrices X, Y E P” and any eigenvalue 
(2 of Y 
Idet(X - ~01 I IIX - Yllz (IlXll2 + IlYll2>“-‘. 
Substitute X = A, Y = C(t0) = (1 - @)A + toB, and o = x to obtain 
fi IX - h I = IdMA - h(to)Zl( 
i=l 
.I IIA - C(to>ll2 (Il4l2 + IIWO)II~)~-~ 
I tollA - Bll2 [(2 - to)llAll2 + ~ollBl121n-1 
i IIA - Bll2 (2maxIIIAll2, IIBl121)n-‘. 
and by a similar calculation 
fi Ix - PiI I IIA - Bll2 (2maxIIIAl127 llBl12~)“-1. 
i=l 
Combine both inequalities with (16) to complete the proof. n 
THEOREM 2. For any two matrices A, B E en,” and any matrix norm II . I( 
d(a(A), o(B)) 5 6, (2M)‘-“” IIA - Bill’“, (17) 
where M = max{]]A]], IlBll} and 
h,, = b, .n’ln 5 3.46, n E N, 
16 
iim 6,5-. 
n+cc 3& 
Proo$ Againforaneigenvaluex =.$(to)ofC(to) = (1-to)A+toB,to E [O, 11, 
the inequality (10) holds. 
From Friedland [5] we know that for any two matrices X, Y E Pn and any 
matrix norm I] . II 
]detX - detY] 5 n max{(]XI], ]]Y]])“-l ]]X - Y](. 
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Substitute X = A - xl and Y = C(Q)) -xl, and note that detY = 0. It is easy to 
verifythatmax{llXll, IlUll) i 2max{llAll, llBJl}andllX-Yll I llA-Bll;hence 
fI Ix - ki 1 = 1detX - detY I 
i=l 
5 n max{IIWI, IIYIIJn-‘IIX - YII 
5 n . (2M)n-‘llA - BlJ. 
Clearly the same upper bound holds for ny==, lx - pi 1. Combine this with (10) to 
obtain 
A 5 b, nlln (2M)‘+ (IA - Bll”“. 
Finally note that 
16 
lim b, nlln = lim b -C - 
n-+oo n+cc lz - 3fi’ 
Numerical evaluation of b, n I/’ for n 5 29 gives a maximum value 3.46, which is 
attained for n = 9. If, on the other hand, n > 29, then b, n ‘in 5 16/(3&) n lln -C 
3.46. n 
THEOREM 3. Let f and g be two polynomials dejined as in (3) and (4). Then 
the optimal matching distance A = d({hl, . . . , A,,}, {pl, . . , p,,}) is bounded as 
IIn 
A 5 b, 2 lai - PiI yn-’ , 
i=l > 
(18) 
where 
y=2 max 
k(l,...,n) max{ lwll’k, IBkll’k}. 
Prooj The roots of the convex combination (I- t) f + tg can again be considered 
as continuous curves ci, i = 1, . . . , n, in the complex plane with end points J_i 
respectively pi. Again we apply Lemma 3 and find a point x = ck (to) for which 
(10) is true. The fact that x is a root of (1 - to)f + tog yields 
fI IX - hiI = If(x)I 
i=l 
= If(x) - [Cl - to>f(x> + tog(x 
= to If(x) - g(x)1 
n 
< - Ix (CXi 7 fli)Xipk . 
i=l 
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TABLE 1. 
n odd n even 
n bn Cn n bn Cn 
1 1 .OOOO 1.7321 2 1 .oooo 1.4953 
3 2.1137 2.5 132 4 1.9005 2.2134 
5 2.4531 2.7213 6 2.2623 2.4893 
7 2.6154 2.8176 8 2.4546 2.6329 
9 2.7105 2.8731 10 2.5735 2.7204 
11 2.773 1 2.9091 12 2.6543 2.7794 
13 2.8174 2.9344 14 2.7128 2.8217 
15 2.8504 2.9532 16 2.7571 2.8536 
17 2.8760 2.9677 18 2.7918 2.8785 
19 2.8964 2.9791 20 2.8197 2.8984 
Clearly a similar calculation yields 
fJ Ix - Pil I l&w - /!wkl 
i=l i=l 
It is known (see Ostrowski [S]) that the modulus of any root of the convex com- 
bination (1 - t)f + tg is less than or equal to y . Apply this to x in the above 
inequalities and combine them with (10) to complete the proof. W 
4. REMARKS 
1. In the polynomial case there are examples [3] which show that in Theorem 3 
the factor 3.08 cannot be replaced by a value smaller than 2. 
2. It is reasonable to calculate values of b, numerically by solving the approx- 
imation problem (8). In Table 1 for n 5 20 values of b, are listed and compared 
with c,,, defined in (12). 
3. The material of this paper is based, in part, on my Ph.D. dissertation [6]. 
There and in the book of R. Bhatia [2] one can find surveys of results of this type 
and their history. 
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